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The plot

Serie cartoon:
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8 - 14 (and beyond)

Animation technique:
digital/paperless

The rift between generations is not an invention of modern
times. Always fathers and sons are in conflict.
And always the fathers try to restore their heirs on what
they believe the right path, with measures ranging
from loving advices punishment, whereas the children,
stubbornly, they want to follow their own ideas and
challenge, more or less hard, the parent.
However, both the ones that others keep the dissension
within limits "socially tolerable".
Rit, Rut and Rot, Baron von Strip’s three sons, the
protagonist of this story, have crossed the ditch:
they want "far outside" the parent to succeed him in power.

But Von Strip, tyrannical feudal Lord end of the fourteenth
century, he has crossed the limit of permissible and,
from his par, establish disciplinary sanctions for little
children such as wheel speed, hang on the wall the wall for
inches, birch, and similar grotesque and funny amenities.
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Karlotta, his wife
Karlotta, Baron Von Strip’s wife is a “stout woman”, and to be
said, all of a piece that runs the house with frown proud,
dignified wife authoritarianism spouse.
However, even Karlotta is still a mom and in relations with
others has always been his strong leg against Rit, Rut, Rot and
proves to be very condescending to the point of considering
the periodic attacks that the three little children make to their
father are”just simple tricks”.
Oh yes!!, the mothers, in every age, the mothers are always
...the mothers!
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Rit, Rut and Rot: the three children

Rit Ruth and Rot, Baron Von Strip’s three sons, instead of
devoting themselves to the normal games of the boys
prefer practicing with poisons, launch of knives, arrows
and similar amenities.
In fact the three boys occupy their time to make an attack
on father to succeed him in power without awaiting the
natural course of events.
There never succeed because the tyrannical father knows
how to defend itself from the offspring, but they can make
family life rather eventful.
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Attila, the Executioner

If there is an happy character to be what he is, this is
Attila  the executioner.
Attila is an executioner not only a careful and painstaking
but plays his work plays with great contentment: he
created the utopian dream of "fun work”.
His day is not represented by boring office work as happens
to most people, but scanned from the noise that makes
heads roll.
He does not care, then to know where it heads to roll just
men or guilty because 'he is not' a judge, he is an
executioner and only that ... roll well.
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Sigfrido, the jester

The jester, despite his profession is the most sad character of the feud.
Is even the most problematic because questions, often on subtle matters
metaphysical and strangely chosen as his friend and partner Attila the
executioner, "bottom" of his wisdom common people, offers answers to
his Hamlet-like questions.
For example, when the jester prey to outstanding anguish asks him:
"If we can be someone more wretch of a man with a hump, the executioner
seraphic answered:" A man with two humps”...
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Friar Abelardo

Like all of the feudal lords, Baron Von Strip has a family confessor that
shows very condescending towards Baron and full of human understanding
for his many sins as to consider ... merits.
Perhaps because Baron does not like the criticism, even in the confessional,
and could hang the good brother for a few inches in the narrow cell of the
castle so doctors on its long tongue ...
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Liborio, the treacherous adviser.

Baron Von Strip has an adviser worthy of such a master in the sense
that both Von Strip is tyrannical and authoritarian, and Liborio as
sly and totally unreliable.
Liborio is also the administrator of boxes of small feud.
Never such office was entrusted to the person shown less often, in
fact, taxes that Liborio collects on behalf of Von Strip missing various
amounts that end, he says inexplicably, in his pockets ...
But Baron knows how to recover with the precious help of chains,
ropes rounds, suspension for inches.
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Pancrazio, the head of police

Pancrazio is the police chief and has the task of administering justice
in the feud.
It is, however, a form of justice that does not concern the interests of
society, but Baron s exclusive.
Even the police chief, like all Baron Von Strip s subjects adapts to the
situation because he knows that “his head” could go...
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Brutus, the protester

In view gray uniform, Baron Von Strip s feud, with subjects become
docile and resigned, there is a character who dares to challenge
the tyrannical power of Von Strip: Brutus, the rebel.
Brutus does not hesitate, whenever they present an opportunity
to oppose the baron even if Von Strip is not some tender with those
who want to question his absolute power.
Despite this, Brutus doesn t give up, but with indomitable courage,
continues in his role as a "proud opponent."


